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Abstract. The paper presents a technical approach and post-
processing tool for creating and displaying computer animation. The
approach enables handling of two- and three-dimensional physical
field phenomena results obtained from finite element software or to
display movement processes in electrical apparatus simulations. The
main goal of this work is to extend auxiliary features built in general-
purpose CAD software working in the Windows environment.
Different storage techniques were examined and the one employing
image capturing was chosen. The developed tool provides benefits of
independent visualisation, creating scenarios and facilities for
exporting animations in common file formats for distribution on
different computer platforms. It also provides a valuable educational
tool.

l. INTRODUCTION

The extraction and presentation of results in a useful form is one of the most
important steps in analysis of field problems by numerical methods. Post-processing in
form of stationary graphics is well known and developed. Computer animation would
upgrade this technique to a new level of visualisation.

There are at least two reasons to create proper computer animation. First, the
computer animation facilitates detailed study of transient physical phenomena, like
electromagnetic or thermal fields in electrical apparatus, in two- and three-dimensional
simulations. On the other hand, the computer animation may be used as an educational
or design tool to describe and display the process of movement of different parts in
electrical apparatus. In these cases, it is valuable to display the results as a movie. This
will give worthwhile benefits especially in cases where the influence of several
parameters on the overall performance or electrical apparatus is to be studied.

Some applications of computer animation in the visualisation of electromagnetic
fields are described in [1], where examples are reported for several different
electromagnetic problems. Reference [1] stated that it does not seem to be practical to
produce a movie as a part of routine post-processing but recently this has become
available in powerful commercial software packages like Ansys*. In [2], animation of
the results of the solution of a coupled electromagnetic-thermal problem is presented
and the induction heating process of a moving steel billet is simulated.

However, it is desirable to provide the ability to distribute computer animations
for use on different computer platforms. This platform independence may be realised
after translating scenarios into one of the commonly used file formats for computer
animation.
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In the present paper an approach to the computer animation of the results of FEM
calculations is proposed, and a tool for doing this described. They are based on Active-
X Automation technology and employ general-purpose CAD system. Resulting file
may be exported to commonly used animation file format, and after conversion with
standard animation program can be run on different operative systems or as
independent application programs.

2. APPROACH FORMULATION

An approach for employing general-purpose CAD systems like AutoCAD R14 to
visualise numerical results from FEM software was reported earlier, [3], [4]. This
approach is based on ActiveX Automation technology in a Windows environment.
Using this approach avoids the need to create a powerful graphics engine that
maintains the representation of two- and three- dimensional geometry and post-
processor results, when creating different viewpoints and realistic images. At the same
time the capability is retained, to maintain databases and to use parameters when it is
required to create or optimise geometry of the model, to describe the movement of
some parts of studied electrical device.

This approach is useful in the preparation of geometry, material properties, sources
and boundary conditions, i.e., at pre-processing level. Through this feature it is
possible to create powerful tools for a general-purpose CAD system that facilitate the
processes of design, study and optimisation of electrical apparatus.
The present work implements the proposed approach with computer animation. The
main idea is to provide a facility to create animation both from the results of finite
element analysis, and from any arbitrary sequence of graphics images, generated by
other applications. The visualisation of the results from FEM software was carried out
in AutoCAD*' R14 environment, after using already developed software for the
presentation of postprocessor results. Also the process of creation and storage of a
sequence of graphics results was automated. The general structure of the approach is
presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure I: General structure of the approach
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The results received from the FEM application (streaml) are sent to the CAD
application (stream 2) to visualise numerical results. Prepared results can be exported
by the internal storage capabilities of CAD application (streams 6) or after sending
command to screen capture application (stream 3). This application receives graphics
information directly from CAD application (stream 5) and after that saves it in
graphics file format chosen beforehand. This sequence of produced post-processor
results is the main input to the animation tool.
Based on the ActiveX Automation technology, an animation tool was developed, able
to create and maintain scenarios for animation. Its interface is shown in Fig. 1. The
numbered areas are: menu line-1; area for displaying animation-2; area for displaying
legend-3; slider bar for manual preview-4; frame display-5; time display-6. Areas 2
and 3 can maintain pictures in several graphics formats.
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Fig 2: Interface of the animation tool Fig 3: Interface of the animation editor

For building scenarios, an animation editor was developed. Its user interface is
shown in Fig. 3.

The dialog window allows the user to include auxiliary infoimation and facilities.
Its main options are: selection of drive including all mapped network devices, path,
mark up legend, time stepping and audio file, extended multiple selection for frame
files, file filter option, to specify the number of frames per second and to provide on-
line statistics of the quantity of frames frame quantity. The benefits offered by the
animation tool are, automation of the scenario creation process, storage and editing of
already created animations, practical interface for automatic or manual preview of the
animation, specifying the time for displaying each frame, exporting frames or full
animations, attaching a sound file with background explanations to support animation.
Animations built can be shown in the animation tool or in another computer animation
application.

Conversion of finished computer animations to the common AVI (Microsoft®
Audio/Video Interleaved file format), which is a defined file type that contains
multiple streams of different types of data. These files are independent of the platform
and are suitable for distribution. To include this option a freeware component was
built into the developed animation tool.

3. STORAGE TECHNIQUE EXAMINATION

For our tests a personal computer with Pentium* MMX processor was used, with a
clock frequency of 200 MHz, 32 MB RAM, S3 Virge /DX/GX PCI graphic adapter
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(working in SVGA mode, 800x600 resolution, 16-bit color), and Microsoft"
Windows™ 95 operating system.

Two methods for storing graphical results have been studied. The comparison was
made on stored FEM results for a model containing about 10000 first order triangular
elements. 34 frames were included, corresponding to a linear movement of part of the
finite element model, of about 6 mm.

Initially, the internal storage and export capabilities of AutoCAD"* R14 were used.
The supported file formats are given in [5]. The two commonly used formats for
exporting image information, namely the 'slide' (SLD) and 'bitmap' (BMP) file
formats, are implemented. Both of these provide raster image storage. Using the basic
Render option, a model may be rendered without adding any lights, applying any
materials, or setting up a scene. Simultaneously, the hidden geometry may be
displayed correctly. After creating the rendering the image may be saved for redisplay
at a later time in one of several file formats, including BMP, TGA, TIFF, PCX, and
PostScript. A more detailed study shows that the graphical information from FEM
software is stored correctly, only when the SLD file format was used. SLD is the
native format for AutoCAD. Files exported in the BMP format lose information- for
filled areas, and do not contain adequate results. On the other hand, the rendering tool
can produce and save images with up to 32-bits of colour information, when TIFF and
TGA file formats are used, but it cannot display the contours of objects. General
disadvantages of these storage methods are: bigger size of produced files (especially
for the SLD file format), incorrect storage of the information from FEM software
(except SLD files) - lost contours or fill information; user cannot determine which part
of the working space is to be saved.
In the second case the postprocessor results were captured automatically, directly
from AutoCAD screen. In this way the graphical information may be stored
automatically, in sequences, in several file formats, like BMP, GIF or JPEG. This may
then be used as input for subsequent operations to prepare computer animations. A
comparison of the storage requirements obtained using both methods is shown in Fig.
4. Formats that cannot store the graphical information correctly are marked with an
asterisk. The method based on direct capture is more effective, because of the smaller
size of graphics files prepared, the opportunity afforded, to determine the part of the
working space to be stored, and the ability to maintain two - and three-dimensional
postprocessor results correctly.
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Figure 4: Memory requirements for the different storage methods examined.
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After preparing sequences of frames, several ways to export the computer
animation were examined, dependent on the file format of the results (BMP, GIF or
JPEG). Successful export of animation files would give the benefit of platform
independent distribution. Freeware components for carrying out conversion in
commonly used FLI/FLC, AVI video formats or storage as animated GIF were
considered. The animated GIF files are smaller, but the level of control and flexibility
available for this format is less than for other animation formats. AVI and FLI/FLC
formats support the inclusion of background sound. Because this feature is attractive
as a future trend in the animation tool, these formats were also considered.
A disadvantage of the FLI/FLC format is that the digitised audio data follows the
chunk (each frame in animation). This means that audio and animation data must be
synchronised in order to play back correctly.

Figure 5: Several time steps for solenoid actuator coupled problem.
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Figure 6: Several time steps for dynamic simulation of a linear actuator.

The AVI format contains multiple streams of different types of data- audio and
video. Using the additional track for the audio data stream opens the opportunity to
synchronise the audio and video streams for the animation. The audio data may be
previously prepared and stored in a WAV (Microsoft® Windows™ audio input/output
system) file. The exported animation may easily be converted from AVI to MPEG
format. For this reason, it was decided to use the AVI format for the final output of the
animation tool.

4. RESULTS

To demonstrate the possibilities and advantages of the proposed animation, results
obtained from the solution of a coupled problem for a solenoid actuator reported in [6],
and results from the dynamic simulation of a linear actuator with a moving permanent
magnet reported in [7] were processed. Several frames showing the modified magnetic
vector potential (corresponding to the magnetic flux) at different time steps are shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The Animation Tool was found to be easy to use, and produced
satisfactory results. The first AVI file contained 34 frames of motion and its size was
4677 KB. The second AVI file was 20960 KB long and contained 101 frames of
motion. Both of the animations were constructed to show one frame per second. The
resulting files were demonstrated to be portable by displaying them on different
versions of Microsoft*1 Windows™ operating system.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

An approach for creating and displaying computer animation has been proposed.
Based on ActiveX Automation technology, it gives benefits in representing transient
two- and three-dimensional physical fields, and studying movement in electrical
apparatus. Taking advantage of this approach, an animation tool has been developed.
By using the animation technique, the design and optimisation process is facilitated
and understanding simplified, giving deeper insight into the behaviour of
electromechanical devices. It will also be useful as an educational tool, facilitating the
learning of complex, abstract magnetic phenomena. The tool developed was
successfully employed for the study and design of solenoid actuators.
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